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ABSTRACT 
 

    In this paper, a numerical analysis was performed to study the local web buckling 
behaviour and strength of single-coped beams under combined axial and bending loads. 
The investigated parameters included the axial stress in the coped region, cope details 
and slenderness ratios of the web. The numerical model was verified through single-
coped beam tests in the literature, and local web buckling failure was observed for all of 
the models. The ultimate load of the single-coped beams was found to significantly 
decrease with the presence of axial compressive stress, whereas tensile stress 
contributed to increasing the local web buckling strength of the single-coped beams. The 
orientation of the buckling line in the web was found to change with varying axial stress 
levels. The accuracy of the existing design formulas for quantifying the local web buckling 
strength of single-coped beams was evaluated based on the numerical results. The 
results showed that the predictions for the local web buckling strength of single-coped 
beams under complex loading combinations of axial and bending force given by the 
existing design approach were quite inconsistent and in some cases very unsafe.  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Coped beam is a common practice in steel constructions to achieve the identical 
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elevation of flanges for the intersecting secondary beams and primary beams. Generally, 

either part of the top flange or part of both top and bottom flanges are removed at the 

secondary beam ends to avoid flange interference, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Then, the 

flange removal results in a tee-section, which reduces the load carrying capacity of the 

coped beam end, being more susceptible to global failure and local failure. Lateral-

torsional buckling is a typical global failure mode for coped beams, and local web 

buckling may occur in the coped region as a common local failure mode when the top 

flange has effective restraints along the beam length.  

 

Fig. 1 Different cope types of practical steel beams 

 

Local web buckling failure of coped beams was first reported in the late 1970s and 

has been investigated by some researchers. Cheng et al. (1984) developed a design 

approach for quantifying the local web buckling strength of single-coped beams on the 

basis of a plate buckling model through experimental and numerical studies. Further 

experimental investigations conducted by Cheng and Yura (1986) confirmed the 

adequacy of the proposed design approach. Yam et al. (2003) experimentally and 

analytically investigated the local web buckling behaviour of the coped I beam and by re-

examining the buckling mechanism of the coped region, they proposed an alternative 

plate shear buckling model which gives better agreement with the test results of single-

coped beams. Ke et al. (2018) and Yam et al. (2019) studied the local web buckling 

behaviour and strength of single-coped beams with slender webs experimentally and 

numerically and they found that the post-buckling strength provided by the slender webs 

was pronounced which may be considered in the design. However, all of the above 

studies assumed that coped beams were subjected to a combined loading of bending 

and shear, and none of them took axial force into account. When a constant axial force 

exists in coped beams, the interaction between shear, bending and axial forces at the 

coped region will lead to more complex and unpredictable local web buckling behaviour.  

In this paper, a numerical analysis was performed in order to study the local web 

buckling behaviour and strength of single-coped beams under combined axial and 

bending loads. The numerical model was firstly validated through single-coped beam 

tests conducted by Yam and colleagues. Subsequently, a parametric analysis to 
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investigate the influence of the axial stress in the coped region, cope details and web 

slenderness ratios on the local web buckling behaviour and strength of single-coped 

beams was conducted. Finally, the existing design formulas for predicting the local web 

buckling strength of single-coped beams were evaluated by comparing the numerical 

results with the prediction results given by the design equations. 

 

2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SPECIMENS IN THE LITERATURE 

 

The commercial finite element (FE) analysis software ABAQUS (ABAQUS Version 

6.14) was used to develop the numerical models. The modelling techniques were verified 

through the test results of two specimens in the literature (Ke et al. 2018). The schematic 

of the two test specimens is shown in Fig. 2 and the details are listed in Table 1. The 

material of the specimens is grade S355 steel, and more details about the test can be 

found in Ke et al. (2018). The entire single-coped beams were modelled using a four-

node shell element with reduced integration (S4R). The general mesh size of the models 

was approximately 30 mm, and a refined mesh size of about 10 mm was adopted in the 

coped region. The property of the steel material obtained from coupon tests was 

modelled following an isotropic elastic-plastic model governed by von Mises yield 

criterion. The ‘merge’ strategy in ABAQUS was adopted to simulate the welds among the 

plate components. The typical FE model of the specimens is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2 The schematic of test specimens (Ke et al. 2018) 

 

Table 1 Details of the specimens (Ke et al. 2018) 

No Specimen code D (mm) B (mm) tw (mm) tf (mm) C (mm) dc (mm) 

1 C300dc120 600 150 3.82 8 300 120 

2 C600dc60 600 150 3.82 8 600 60 

The boundary condition of the end plate was simulated by an idealised boundary 

condition that the translation displacement was restrained. An overhang distance of 600 

mm of the beam was involved in the model to apply axial force load in the longitudinal 
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(U3) direction. The analysis of the nonlinear buckling behaviour of the single-coped 

beams was followed by two steps. Eigenvalue analysis was the first step to obtaining the 

fundamental elastic buckling mode. The second step, nonlinear Riks analysis, was used 

to capture the nonlinear buckling behaviour of the single-coped beams incorporating the 

initial geometric imperfection shape determined in the first step. The initial geometric 

imperfection amplitude used in the model was 0.1tw. 

The comparisons of the load-deflection curves in terms of the reaction force versus 

the deflection of the loading point between the numerical and test results are shown in 

Fig. 4. As presented in Fig. 4, the load-deflection curves predicted by the current analysis 

show great agreement with the test results. In addition, the difference in the ultimate load 

between the numerical and test results is approximately 5% and 7% for specimens 

C300dc120 and C600dc60, respectively. 

 

Fig. 3 Typical FE model of the specimens 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison of the numerical results and test results 

 

3. PARAMETRIC RESEARCH 

 

3.1 An overview 
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Ten models were designed with variations in parameters of the axial stress in the 

coped region (σcope), cope details (C/D and dc/D) and slenderness ratios of the web (d/tw). 

The axial stress in the coped region of -100 MPa, -50 MPa, 0 and 50 MPa (the negative 

and positive values represent compressive and tensile stress, respectively) was 

employed in the models to examine the influence of axial stress. The cope details of the 

models included three cope length to beam depth ratios (C/D) of 0.38, 0.75 and 1.26 as 

well as three cope depth to beam depth ratios (dc/D) of 0.06, 0.13 and 0.18. In addition, 

the models were divided into two groups (Group A and B) according to two beam sizes 

(UB406x40x39 and UB305x127x42) with different values of web slenderness ratio, 63 

and 35, respectively. The dimensions of the parameters are summarized in Table 2. The 

parametric models were simulated using the verified FE model in section 2, and the 

identical material property as the verified test specimens was employed for these models. 

To reduce the influence of the concentrated load on the stress distribution in the coped 

region, the distance between the end plate and the loading point for Group A and B 

models is set to be 900 mm and 700 mm, respectively. 

 

Table 2 Parameters of models 

No Model code 
D 

(mm) 

B 

(mm) 

tw 

(mm) 

tf 

(mm) 

C 

(mm) 

dc 

(mm) 
C/D dc/D d/tw 

σcope 

(MPa) 

1 A/C150/dc50/CS0 398 141.8 6 8.6 150 50 0.38 0.13 63 0 

2 A/C150/dc50/CS50 398 141.8 6 8.6 150 50 0.38 0.13 63 -50 

3 A/C150/dc50/CS100 398 141.8 6 8.6 150 50 0.38 0.13 63 -100 

4 A/C150/dc50/TS50 398 141.8 6 8.6 150 50 0.38 0.13 63 50 

5 A/C150/dc25/CS50 398 141.8 6 8.6 150 25 0.38 0.06 63 -50 

6 A/C150/dc70/CS50 398 141.8 6 8.6 150 70 0.38 0.18 63 -50 

7 A/C300/dc50/CS50 398 141.8 6 8.6 300 50 0.75 0.13 63 -50 

8 A/C500/dc50/CS50 398 141.8 6 8.6 500 50 1.26 0.13 63 -50 

9 B/C116/dc54/CS50 307 124.3 8 12.1 116 54 0.38 0.18 35 -50 

10 B/C386/dc39/CS50 307 124.3 8 12.1 386 39 1.26 0.13 35 -50 

 

3.2 Load-deflection curves and effects of the axial stress 

Fig. 5 presents the load-deflection curves for all FE models. In general, the 

behaviour is characterised by a linear stage from the initial loading stage, and the 

nonlinear response before the ultimate load is different depending on the axial stress 

(σcope), cope details (C/D and dc/D) and slenderness ratios of the web (d/tw). It was 

observed that the ultimate load of single-coped beams was significantly decreased with 

the presence of axial compressive stress, whereas tensile stress was able to increase 

the local web buckling strength of single-coped beams. For models A/C150/dc50/CS0 
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and A/C150/dc50/CS50, the ultimate load was decreased by approximately 13% when 

the axial stress increased to -50 MPa from 0. In contrast, the ultimate load of model 

A/C150/dc50/TS50 with the tensile stress of 50 MPa increased 9% compared with model 

A/C150/dc50/CS0 without axial stress. In addition, the load-deflection response of model 

A/C150/dc50/TS50 experiences an evident nonlinear stage before reaching the ultimate 

load. Fig. 6 shows the buckling modes of models at different axial stress levels. The 

orientation of the buckling line in the web was found to change with varying axial stress 

levels. In particular, the angle between the buckling line and vertical line was decreased 

when the axial stress ranges from 50 MPa to -100 MPa. 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 5 Load-deflection curves 

 

3.3 Effects of cope details and slenderness of web under axial compressive stress 

As shown by the load-deflection curves in Fig. 5, for the models with large cope 

length (e.g. A/C500/dc50/CS50), the behaviour was characterized by a nonlinear stage 

before reaching the ultimate load and did not follow a sudden failure beyond the ultimate 

load compared with small cope length models. In addition, the model with the smallest 

dc/D ratio of 0.06 (i.e. A/C150/dc25/CS50) experiences an evident nonlinear stage before 
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the occurrence of significant strength deterioration. The ultimate reaction Ru with varying 

C/D ratios and dc/D ratios are presented in Fig. 7. The results showed that Ru was 

dramatically decreased with the increases of C/D ratios under axial compressive stress. 

In particular, the value of Ru decreased by about 78% when the C/D ratio improved from 

0.38 to 1.26. The dc/D ratio was also found to have an obvious influence on the ultimate 

reaction Ru. For example, the dc/D ratios varying from 0.06 to 0.18 resulted in a reduction 

of approximately 30% of Ru. 

  

A/C150/dc50/CS0 A/C150/dc50/CS50 

  

A/C150/dc50/CS100 A/C150/dc50/TS50 

Fig. 6 Buckling modes of models at different axial stress levels 

 

Fig. 7 Effects of coping details on ultimate reaction Ru 
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To investigate the effect of web slenderness ratios on the local web buckling 

behaviour and strength of single-coped beams under axial compressive stress, the 

buckling strength was quantified by defining a buckling point. Specifically, the buckling 

point was taken as the first point with significant out-of-plane deflection in the coped 

region. Thus, the ultimate load (Rmax) to buckling strength (the reaction force at the 

buckling point, Rb) ratio can be calculated, and Fig. 8 presents the relationship between 

the Rmax/Rb ratio and the d/tw ratio. It was found that the post-buckling strength was 

considerable for models with more slender webs when the cope length was larger 

(C/D=1.26) and the increase in d/tw contributed to an increase in the Rmax/Rb ratio. In 

contrast, the post-buckling strength of models with C/D=0.38 is insignificant. 

 

Fig. 8 The effect of web slenderness ratio on the Rmax/Rb ratio 

 

4. ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT DESIGN EQUATIONS 

 

The numerical results are compared with the predictions according to the design 

equations proposed by Cheng et al. (1986) and Yam et al. (2003) in this section to assess 

the accuracy of current design formulas for computing the local web buckling strength of 

single-coped beams under axial stress. The critical stress (σcr) in Cheng’s equations is 

determined by: 

σcr = f
kπ2E

12(1-ν2)
(

tw

h0
)
2

                                          (1) 

where E = modulus of elasticity; f = a proposed adjustment factor; k = plate buckling 

coefficient; ν = Poisson’s ratio; and h0 = height of the coped web. The plate buckling 

coefficient (k) and the adjustment factor (f) are computed as follows: 

{
k  =2.2(

h0

C
)
1.65

       
C

h0
≤1

k = 2.2(
h0

C
)            

C

h0
>1

                                     (2) 
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{ 
f  =

2C

D
                    

C

D
≤1

f = 1+
C

D
                 

C

D
>1

                                     (3) 

Yam et al. (2003) proposed a design equation on the basis of a plate shear buckling 

model, and in this equation, the buckling failure is governed by the critical shear stress 

τcr, which is determined by: 

τcr = ks
π2E

12(1-ν2)
(

tw

h0
)
2

                                            (4) 

where ks is the shear buckling coefficient given by: 

ks = a(
h0

C
)
b

                                                (5) 

a = 1.38-1.79
dc

D
                                              (6) 

b = 3.64(
dc

D
)
2

-3.36
dc

D
+1.55                                      (7) 

Likewise, if τcr is less than the yield shear stress, the critical reaction (RYam) is 

calculated by RYam=τcrtwh0. Comparisons of the numerical results (RFE) and predictions 

given by the Cheng’s equations (RCheng) and Yam’s equations (RYam) are listed in Table 

3 and the corresponding mean values and coefficients of variation (CoVs) are also 

addressed. 

 

Table 3 Comparisons of numerical results and predictions by design equations  

No Model code RFE (kN) RCheng (kN) RYam (kN) RFE/RCheng RFE/RYam 

1 A/C150/dc50/CS0 313 429 367 0.73  0.85  

2 A/C150/dc50/CS50 273 429 367 0.64  0.74  

3 A/C150/dc50/CS100 223 429 367 0.52  0.61  

4 A/C150/dc50/TS50 341 429 367 0.79  0.93  

5 A/C150/dc25/CS50 358 478 475 0.75  0.75  

6 A/C150/dc70/CS50 243 385 306 0.63  0.79  

7 A/C300/dc50/CS50 164 143 161 1.14  1.02  

8 A/C500/dc50/CS50 59 70 88 0.85  0.67  

9 B/C116/dc54/CS50 344 390 423 0.88  0.81  

10 B/C386/dc39/CS50 152 131 252  1.16  0.60  

    Mean 0.81  0.78  

    CoV 0.260  0.171  

 

It can be seen from the table that both the Cheng’s equations and Yam’s equations 
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gave unsafe predictions for the local web buckling strength of some models and the 

predictions were quite inconsistent for models with varying parameters. The ratios of the 

analysis-to-predicted results according to the Cheng's equations varied from 0.52 to 1.16, 

and the mean ratio is 0.81 with the CoV of 0.260. Comparatively, the Yam's equations 

resulted in the analysis-to-predicted ratios varying from 0.60 to 1.02 with the mean value 

of 0.78 and the corresponding CoV of 0.171. This observation is understandable because 

the axial stress was not taken into account in either Cheng’s equations or Yam’s 

equations. Therefore, more work is needed to further understand the local web buckling 

behaviour of coped beams under the combined axial and bending loads. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper performs a numerical analysis to study the local web buckling behaviour 

of single-coped beams under combined axial and bending loads. The numerical models 

established were firstly verified with the test results in the literature. Based on the verified 

FE model, a parametric study considering the effects of the axial stress in the coped 

region, cope details and slenderness ratios of the web on the local web buckling 

behaviour and strength of single-coped beams were conducted. It was observed that the 

ultimate load was significantly decreased with the presence of axial compressive stress, 

whereas tensile stress contributed to increasing the local web buckling strength of the 

single-coped beams. In addition, the ultimate load was also significantly decreased with 

the increase of C/D ratio and dc/D ratio under the axial compressive stress, and the post-

buckling strength was considerable for models with more slender webs when the cope 

length was larger (C/D=1.26).   

According to the numerical results, the accuracy of the current design formulas for 

quantifying the local web buckling strength of single-coped beams was evaluated. 

Generally, both the Cheng’s equations and the Yam’s equations are quite unsafe for 

some models. Therefore, more results are required to further understand the local web 

buckling behaviour of coped beams under the combined axial and bending loads and 

help improve the current design equations. 
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